
For the 800 million smallholder farmers in the world, investment in 
agriculture is the most effective way to overcome poverty.  overcome poverty



Sustainable Harvest is a for-profit company that uses the income 
from importing coffee to fund farmer capacity-building programs 

through our nonprofit foreign offices. 
farmer capacity-building programs 



We leverage grants, partnerships, and our own 
technological innovation to scale our impact even further.technological innovation to scale our impact



Sustainable Harvest developed a global, transparent trade model, 
Relationship Coffee™, that generates roughly $30 million in revenue 

for more than 200,000 rural coffee farmers each year. 200,000 rural coffee farmers



According to Specialty Coffee 
Association of America estimates

$12.00 USD average retail price

Supplier Price (Fair Trade organic)2.75}

Sustainable Harvest  $0.17}

$0.18 Misc (freight, finance,
customs, etc.)}

Roaster portion$4.65}
$0.50 Roasting moisture loss of 18%}

Retailer portion$3.75}

(1.5% of total)
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Each year, Sustainable Harvest brings together the entire 
specialty coffee supply chain, in an event called Let’s Talk Coffee, 

to share best practices and foster transparency. share best practices and foster transparency 







information

a broken supply chain

coffee product

revenue earned

The traditional supply chain model keeps stakeholders apart,  to 
maximize advantage through imperfect market information.
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transforming the coffee industry

By re-engineering the role of the middleman in global supply chains, 
Sustainable Harvest’s Relationship Coffee™ model is 

transforming the coffee industry.

training &technology

traceability & trade credit product 

paymentproduct 

transparent supply chain



$0.07

for every pound of coffee we sell

$0.03

$0.05
$0.09

Farmer Training/Development
Business Operations
Profit

Development Grants from US and European Foundations, USAID 



Company’s Investment in Farmer Training/Development

Development Grants from US and European Foundations, USAID 

$1.1 million

$1.3 million

2010 farmer training 
program investments



Sustainable Harvest is proud to be a
Certified B Corporation

B Corporations:
- Build collective voice for good 
companies
- Meet high performance and legal 
standards
- Make good easy for consumers, 
employees, investors



Third Largest
ORGANIC IMPORTER IN NORTH AMERICA

Inc. Magazine
FASTEST GROWING IMPORTER

2007 2008 2009 2010

recognized by and participating in



•Quality improvement

•Yield improvement

•Equipment & technology

•Food security + 
drip irrigation

farmer training


